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T h e resouroea of the oountry inolude minerals (gold,
iron, oopper, ooal, eto.), a g r i o d t u r a l prodnata (whioh oonld be made to
inolnde ha, coffee, cotton, indigo, caoao, tobacco, vanilla, eto.), and
thoee derived from cattle-rearing.
aolonel Arnold found t h e chieftaincy of t h e c o n n t r y i n diepub
between t w o rival claimanta, each of whom oalled himeelf t h e Makombe.
He oonaidere, however, t h a t Shupatora, t h e lawful eucceaeor, according t o t h e customs of t h e conntry, t h o u g h n o t t h e son, of t h e late king,
ie deaidedly t h e more influential, his rival N k a n g e ( m n of the late
ohief) h a v i n g loet ground d u r i n g t h e paat five yesre. T h e dbtnrb'en- whioh h a v e prevailed w i t h i n r m t years i n t h e B a r u e oonntry
mom to have caused a n e i u x of population, whioh ie n o w eetimated at
20,000 only.

and pleaaant.

THE MEAN TEMPERATURE OF THE ATMOSPHERE AND
THE CAUSES OF GLACIAL PERIODS.*
IT is not proposed, in this paper, to add another to the ever-lengthening list of
theories which attempt to account for the occurrence of glacial periode. My object
is rather to point out some consequences which muat follow if we adopt certain of
the theories still on trial, in the belief that some meteorological considerations,
which I believe to have been insufficiently noticed, although hinted a t by Howorth,
Davis, and others, may help ua in making a selection amongst the mggeated
theories, and thereby at least reducing their number. My attention has recently
been drawn to this subject by Mr. F. W. Harmer, who has attampted to account
for some features of the glaciation of the northern hemisphere by sug@
changes in the normal distribution of barometric pressure.
I t will be conceded that theories assuming an arrangement of climatic beltsprecisely similar to those existing at present, but eymmetrically displaced through
a given angle, must b3 abandoned. For example, the position whioh muat have
been oocupied by a pole of cold, if we are by its means to explain the distribution
of the permo-carboniferoue glacial deposits in the southern hemiaphera, so far M
i t has been ascertained, is unintelligible alike to the geologist and the phyeiciet.
I t involves an antipodal area of cold and an antipodal ice-sheet, with intermedii
areaa of warmth, the existence of which is unrecognized; and it doee not evan
aocount for many features observed in the deposits themaelvee. Again, it is almost
impossible to conceive any physical cause which can have so displaced the climatic
zones of the globe without producing effects which would leave behiid them more
formidable traces than those due to glaciation.
Leaving such hypotheses out of account, there remain two sources from whick
a powible explanation of glacial periods may be derived1. Tectonic changes, which may have either raised the region to be covered by
an ioe-sheet-or at least part of it--above the snow-line, or may have so alterea
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the distribution of land and wa that the prevailing winda have changed their
direction, and thereby c a d lowering of temperature over certain arean d o i e n t
to ,patly lower the mow-line.
2. General lowering of the mean temperature of the atmoephere.
Firstly, tectonic changep.
I t is difficult to suppose that the neoeseary lowering of temperature can have
been p r o d u d by elevation alone. A great elevation and extension of the h d
area no doubt occurred during the Pliocene period, but its culmination wan reached
before the Pleistocene period, and J. Qeikie states emphatioally that glacial perioda
am characterized by submergence, and inter-gIsc'i perioda by emergence. Conceivably, the discrepancy in time may have been due to a species of lagging; the
elevation of the land mused an ioa%heet to form gradually over it until the surfme
wa.3 depreaeed, h t a t i m l l y , by t h weight of socmulated ice and the cooling of
the cruet i t i d ; then the increaaed temperature at the lower level caused melting
of ice, relief from pert of the weight, and consequent springing tack t~ higher
levels, when the weight of ice increaeed again; and so on, till the primary tectonic
cause of elevation disappeared. .But thin aeems more likely to aesiat in accounting
for the smaller variations oocurring during a great glacial period than for the &
.fact of the glacial period itself. The firat elevation to the wow-line, even in
fairly high latitudes, seems to involve vertical movements which in geographid
elation and in scale are difficult to admit, and we must cozclude that the affect of
such movemente as did occur cannot, in the first instance at l w t , have bean
direct.
The effect of elevation in extending the land areas must also be rejected M an
.efficient primary cause. I t is true that if the land areas are extended continental
-conditions prevail over wider fields, and the winter temperatures are greatly
reduced. But summer temperatures are correapondingly increased, and at the
name time the precipitation in the form of enow is diminished by the anticyclonio
conditions induced during winter. Hence we get nearly the same mean temperature, with less snowfall, and the occurrence of i d e e t e over such regions is
contrary to experience : witness Siberia. Xote here that these conditions are not
+ be
t~
confounded with the conditions of high pressure inducsd as the effect of an
ice-sheer, as in Greenland, or, as seems probable, on the antarctic continent.
I t has been argued that the extension of land surfaces might so alter the positions
of the centres of high and low barometric pressure that glacial conditions might
be induced by the cbange of direction of prevailing winde. We have already esen
that the cstabli~hmentof an ice-sheet within wntinental anticyclonic areas is
unlikely. But if the land area is increaaed the aea area is diminis+d, and the
ascending vortices er cyclones during the winter Eeasons muat increase cornpondingly in number and intensity in order to feed the incressed.volume of the
descending currents over the land. The tendency would therefore be to i n o w
t h e amount of condeneation taking place within the cyclones, while their opportunity of penetrating into the land would be diminished rather than increawd.
Thus tbo proportion of cyclonic precipitation received on the land in the form of
snow would be less, the total snowfall would probably not be increaaed, and, in
any case, it would tend to be deposited on the eastern sides of the land arere rather
than on the western. Finally, the ascending currents over the cantinenti1 ueu
during summer would induce strong descending compensating currents over what
wan left of the oceans, which would then be occupied by enormously exaggerated
systems analogous to our "Atlantic anticyclone," greatly raising the summer
temperature of the maritime regions.
We are therefore led to inquire, secondlr, whtther the nature and distribution
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of glacial phenomena, as they are at present known to us, a n be more adequately
aooounted for by suppoeing a lowering of the mean tempereture of the atmonphm
as a whole to have taken place, and whether an adequate c a w can ba h d
which may have produced the necessary change of temperature.
The mean temperature of the air ia determined by the ratio between the heat
received by radiation from the sun, and that lost by radiation into space. NOW,
a
change of mean temperature may be eupposed to take place in two waye: e q
p r t of the atmosphere may undergo the aame change, i.e. the atmosphere my
be equally heated or cooled in all latitudes, the polar regione may be cooled
warmed more than the equatorial, or oonversely. The effect8 of any c h ~ g %
d i i t or indirpct, muat evidently be very different ecoording as it taka p b in
one or other of thew waya. For if it m u r e in the h t , a genial climate in high
latitude0 must coincide with intense heat in the tropios, and a temperature
the tropics with i n t a m cold in polar regions; but the temperature gmdierzt from
eqnator to pole munt remain the m e . The whole atmospheric circulation, rad
the consequent arrangement of the, climatic belb, is, however, caused and dew
mined by the difference of temperature between the equator and the plea, and
there is no reason to auppoae that a change in the absolote tempersture would
seriously modify either the form or intensity of the circnlatioaa, unless that'chrsge
was very large. We should expect to find that evidencee of climatic chang in
the pant would adhere to parallele of latitude; traces of genial climate in high
latitudee would go right round the p a l b l s , and would comapond to an equated
belt of intense heat, which, it may be supposed, would leave some record in the
forms of animal or plant life; and tracea of great cold in the higher latitudes (no$
neceeearily in the form of ice-sheeta) would correspond with belte of tempsnte
olimate in the tropics. It will be conceded that thie does not ~tisfactarilyagree
with known facta
Coming, then, to the case where the oooling is unequal, it wems scarcely worth
while to seriously coneider the case where the equatorial belt is cooled more thm
the polar. Such o change would explain no known frct, and imagination would be
hard put to it to find even a posaihle explanation.
Suppose the lowering of the mean temperature to be due chiefly to cooling
in the higher latitudes, the change a t the equator being relatively slight. A wmparatively small change in the total heat received and lost will then enable UE to
account for great cooling at the polee. A fall of 5' near the pole would mean a
reduc~ionof the mean temperature of, approximately, a little over lo.
But a cbange of this kind involven other variathne. The fall of temperature
near the poles being greater than that near the equator, the e q u a t o ~ p o l d
temperature-gradient is increased. Now, according to the thmry of Ferrel, if the
whole atmosphere mere at rest relatively to the Earth's surface, m d if it were of
uniform temperature, i t would remain a t rest. But if the equatorial regions have
a higher temperature than the polar, a disturbing force a r k which acts in the
planes of the meridian, and causes an interchanging motion of the air-parti$=
along those planell. On account of the Earth's rotation, a torsional force coma
into play which causes a very great easterly velooity of the air in the higher
latitudes, and a large, but considerably smaller westerly velocity in the lower
latitudee, and the eaeterly velocity increases in proportion to the height above the
surface of the Earth. The greater the temperature-gradient between the pole and
the equator, the greater is the velocity of interchanging motion between the
equatorial and polar regions, and the greater the torsional force which c a w an
eeeterly motion at the surface in the higher latitudes, and weatarly motion in the
lower ; for the greater the velocity of interchanging motion, the faster a particle of
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air settles down in the higher latitudee from a stratum where the velocity is
greater to one where it in less, or the fester it r i w up in the lower latitudee from
a etratum where it is lees to one where i t is greater. Thus the acceleration of
a t e r l y velooity, poeitive or negative, in greater the greater the temperature
gradient, and consequently the greater is the force whioh overcomes the resistan-, due to friction and inertia, to the wet-and-west motions a t the Earth's
enrface.
But, further, when the friction of the air moving over the Earth's surface is
taken into account,we have the condition imposed that the momenta of gyration
of the air moving eastward must be equal to those of the air moving weatward,
otherwiee there would be a tendency to change the velocity of the Earth's rotation.
Any increase in the force causing the motions is likely to cause a displacement of
the boundary between eaet-and-west motions at the surface, i.e. of the tropical
belta of calms.
The net result ie, then, that if we increase the difference of temperature
between the equator and the poles, we increase the velocities of both the trade
winds and the westerly winds of higher latitudes, and we displace the tropical
high-preeeure belts to positions nearer the equator.
Illustrations of changes of this kind may be derived from known conditions
on the Earth's eurface. During winter, the difference between the temperature a t
the equator and the north pole is nearly double what i t is in summer, and the
velocitiee are greater, although i n a less ratio. Again, the mean velocities for the
year, both of the trades and of the west winds, are greater in the southern hemisphere than in the northern, and the axea of the high-preeeure belta lie in 30' 8.
and 3b0 N. reepectively, more than can be accounted for by the displacement of
the metsorological equator (due to other cauees) to about 2' N.
Applying these results (which, it must be understood, are entirely qualitative,
since our ignorance of the coefficients of friction depending on the diitribution of
land and ma, the nature of the land surfaces, etc., prevents definite numerical
oalculation) 'to the particular case of the northern hemiephere, we find that a
lowering of the polar temperature hes the effect of increasing the strength of the
west wind circulation, and at the same time extending its influence at the surface
to lower latitudes than is the caee a t present. The easterly current4 having
neceessrily a poleward component, against the temperature gradient, constantly
tend
develop vortices or eddies-the familiar cyclones or depressions of these
islands; and the stronger the current the more violent and frequent them cyclones
are likely to be ; under present conditions we find this in winter, contrary to what
ought to happen if these system were, =was once s u p p o d , of purvtly oonvectional
origin. But with the increased strength of the easterly current the relative
influence of the continental land massee is diminished, and since a t the same time
the tropical belt of calms is dieplaced equatorward, the normal cyclone traok
will t e dieplaced to lower latitudes, and will run more west to east instead of
mnth-west to north-east, es a t present.
With a general lowering of temperature, we might therefore have, in western
Europe, a main cyclone track whotie central axis would probably run from near
the mouth of the English Channel eastward and only slightly northwards, to a
point somewhere in the region of the Kara sea. North and west of this line, on
the polar side of the depressions, an increased snowfall would be deposited during
winter, and the cloudy conditions prevailing during summer would depress the temperature suffioieutly to reduce the melting almost to vanishing point, even near sealevel. It is to be observed that in this region the prevailing cyclonic winds would
then be from the east, a fact which may serve to explain some peculiarities of thc
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glaciation of the bndinavian peninsula, and which w u n t a incidentdly for tbs
shell deposits of the Upper Crag on the eset coast of Englnnd, a t that time a
lee shore.
Again, the north-easterly drift of surface water in the Atlantic would be
greatly modified. This drift is at present most marked during the winter seuon,
and ita climatic effect is oomperatively slight. During summer the Atlantic
winds, although weaker in the higher latitudes, are mom nearly west, and wstez
is banked up against the European coaet, escaping northwards and muthwub in
stream currenta of very considerable volume. The northern braoch of thii stram
current, whioh I have proposed to call the European stream, penetrates far northward, and melts large quantities of ice in the region north of Icelud and c o d
Jan Mayeo, the water tlowing southward and. westward as a surface current during
autumn, covering over the warm watem of the European stream, and keeping np
atmospheric preesure during early wintor. The effect of this distribution, if
strongly developed, as during the past winter, is to make the winter q c l o ~ ~
move more directly eastward into the heart of the continent. The m d e d move
ment of the cyclonee suggested during the cold period would greatly increase thir
action, the whole of the Norwegian sea wonld be permanently flooded with odd
water, and the surface movement along the European coast would be s o u t h d
all the year round, a result predicted by J. Geikie.
'
As the cyclones penetrated eaetwards, many of them no doubt following the
line of the Mediterranean, the precipitation would diminish an the supply of v a p r
gave out, and sufficient snowfall to produce an ioe-sheet would only be found at
proportionaliy higher levelefollowing the results recently obtained in the Alp,
the Oarpathians, nnd the Balkone, by Penck, CvijiG, de b t o n n q and others.
On the southern ride of the cyclonic axis we should find a region of btrong
westerly wind and abundant rainfall, which wonld give a cool rainy climate to the
whole of the Mediterranean region, extending into northern Africa, probably over
.
a considerable part of the Sahara.
Thue for Eurasia generally, the difference from preaent oonditions would be,
more Enow in north-western Europe, and rein in the south, the fall diminishing
eastward until in the Asiatic regions the climate would be simply cooler, with
smaller extremee of temperature, and more snow at greater elevbtione, ae in the
Himalaya.
Turning to North America, the cyclonic area would run more north-west to
south-eat, many of the depreeeions from the Paciflc failing, as they do now, to
cross the Rockiee. In thin case the western and south-western sidea of the
cyclones would afford more mow in proportion than in the cyclonee of the Atlmtic,
and we should therefore expect to find the edge of the ice-sheet further south, at
leaat near the eastern side. This is precisely the outline represented by Chamberlh
and others, and it would be very diflcult to acwunt for it by an atmoephaic
airculation of any other type, unlesj, indeed, we suppose the glacial periode of
Europe and North America not to have been simultaneous, a view which amma
to raise more difficultiesthan it explains. Such cyclonic movements wonld a h
account for Gilbert's "moist periods,= coinciding with the glacU period, in tho
region
of Lake Bonneville and Lake Lahontan.
I n the case of the sonthern hemisphere, the field of observation is of wunrs
much more limited, and it has not been so fully explored. A summary of what
is known about permo-cerbonifemu~ g'aciation in southern latitudes, p u W e d
recently by Penck, is interesting in this connection. It appeara that gla&l action
during that period h a left trace3 in Victoria and New Sonth Wales, Natal and
the Transvaal, and possibly also in the Argentine, all in 1st. 30' to 40° R, and
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on the enat ddoa of the land masses. The actual evidence of ice-action seems
somewhat obscure, and the Qondwana Land queetion hae relations to&
part of
the snbject which I confese are far from clear to me. But if we suppose climatic
chengee to have taken place in the aouthern hemisphere in a manner analogous
to those deauibed in the northern, the Roaring Forties, which must then have
attained a violence truly appalling, many have extended to within 20° of the
equator, and the latitudes named would have come within the polar half of
cyclonee, which would deposit abundant snowfall on the eaetern coaeta
Greater interest, perhaps, attachee to Peuck's inveetigation, in the same paper,
of the relative potitions of the snow-line in South Australia and New Zealand
during the quatarnary glacii epoch and at the preaent time, which he ehows to
be almost precieely the same as those in the Pyrenees. Thin result, if extended
by further reeaarch, goes a long way to show that the cold periods were of planetary and probably simultaneous origin, and that they were not primarily due to
changes in the land or sea surfaces.
I t is impoeaible here to go into the subject with more detail, but if the meteorological conclusions are correct, or even in the right direction, it seems that the
assumption of a lowering of mean temperature, taking place chiefly by cooling in
the polar regions, enables us to account for a glacial period by changes of tempersture and of the diitribntion end amount of precipitation, considerably smaller
than has been suppoeed. The incregsed strength of the planetary circulation ie
almost a neoeaeery consequence of increased temperature gradient: the displace
ment of the tropical high-preesure belts ia a matter of more uncertainty, for
their position on the Earth's surface ia dependent on friction to an extent which
cannot at p e n t be definitely ascertained by calculation. But if, from the analogy
of the two hemispheres, we admit the occurrence of this displacement, it ~ e e m e
t h a t the wowfall will be distributed in a way which will go far to account for the
aupposed positions of the ioe-eheete.
The climatic changes accompanying a riec of temperature in the polar regions
preeent some pointa of interest. The tamperatuwgradient becomes less steep, and
t h e atmospheric oirculation wneequently leas active, while the tropical highprea~~re
belt moves further from the equator. Hence the arid belta extend into
somewhat higher latitudee; we may suppose the Mediterranean region to become
o n e of intense drought like the Sahara. The geological evidenoe indioatea that in
Miocene times Spain had the prejent climate of Morocco. In the west wind region,
the general movement is slower, and, the land and sea influenoee baing relatively
stronger, the contraet of oceanic and continental types of climate is increased.
T h u s on the whole the variation in latitude is diminished, and climate becomea
more uniform over large areas. Over the Atlantic the stream currents would be
weakened, and the surface movement would be of the drift type, northward along
the European ooaet, with little melting of ice, and co~~sequently
warm surface water,
a r d t again agreeing with &ikie7s ecoount of the inter-glacial periods. Over
Europe the ooeanio influenoe would be much more restricted to the western mast,
and the wntinental climate would probably extend over the greater part of
Qermany and Franoe, and perhap alm Gweden, a r d t again agreeing with
m i k i e , who remarks that during inter-glacial periods the climate of western
E u r o p e WM that of a steppe. We might expect, from the direction of the main
c y c l o n e tracks, that during such a period the climate wonld in the h i h e r letitudee
be milder to north-east of the oceans, especially the Atlantic, than to north-west.
I am not aware whether there is evidence of any such difference between, e.g.,
eaetern Greenland end Labrador, but it wonld suggest that the glaciation of northa t e r n Ameriaa would be more intense and protraoted than elsewhere.
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Until the question h~ been subjeoted to mathematical analysis, it is phrp
premature @ attempt to apply the snggsetionr made to the w i v i n g thsories of
the camen of glaciil and genial period& The chief point to which I would draw
attention is the very small change of msrrn temperature necegsary on the conditions
=tuned, a d therefore the relatively small cam required to produce the desired
effect. The ooourrence of ch.ngee in tbe inkamity of insolation, due to a ahrnge
in the Earth's mean diet.nce or the eccentriiity of its orbit, or to a change in tho
value of the solar conatant, seems very unlikely. I t is difficult to say p m i d p
what would be the effeot of such a change on (he tempet.stnn+grPdient betasen
much
the equator and the poles ; but it seems probable that thin wodd not .I&
except for a large change of mean temperature, which, M we have men, doem wt
fit well with the facta
Of the poaaible cauaea likely to give rim to large proportimal ohangea in the
gradient for a small ohange of marn temperature, two only need be mentioned:
change of the obliquity of the eoliptic, and change of the trpnnmiaclion coefficient^
of the atmoaphere for bright or dark nye. Acceding to ~ w e l l ' acalculations,
the m a n value of the obliquity in nearly 23O.3, with a maximum of 24O.6, r
minimum of 22O9, and a period of about forty thouamd years. A t a period of
maximum obliquity the pole gaina about 5 per cent. on its present i n d a h ,
and the equator l o w about one half per cat., aormponding to a warming of about
lJ.6 C., and cooling of 0°.2 (or increase in the gradient lo-8). An epwh of minimum obliquity correaponda to a w l i n g of 20.7 C. at the pole, and d
g of 001
a t the equator, or a n increw of 8°-1compred to preeent conditions. &tit in
impossible to say how far those changes represent the actual variation of gradient
a t the Earth's surface; the o h q e would probably be greatly incmaed by tho
lowering of summer temperature due to i n a r e a d cloudinem. In any cam, however, it seems, from what hae gone before, that the range of temperature-variation,
although d l , is a t leant of the order of magnitude required.
The effect of a dight change in the tranrmiRRive coefficient of the atmosphere,
in altering the equator-poleward temperature-gradient, is very great. Assuming
the present value to be about 0'6, the Earth receives (in arbitrary unite) 170.2 at
the equator, and 28.4, or l e a than one-sixtb, at the pole. If the valne is incrersed
to 0'7, the equator receives 209.2 and the pole 45.0, or nearly onequartar aa mud.
L. de Marchi llas worked out the temperature-change produced by a reduction of
valne from 0.6 to 0'54 for oceanic and continental climateg and find8 an inamw
or gradient of 4O-7 C. for continental regione, and 1°.8 for oceanic. These a@
aeem to be of the order of magnitude required.
The question remains as to how far such a change in tlm c d c i e n t is l i p
to have taken place, and what cause or clrneee can be wigned for it. Any akaation in the transmissive power of the atmoephere for bright solar rays i9 very
unlikely, but a change in the amount of water-vapour or carbonic. acid wodd
produce marked variation in the transmiaaion of dark rays, these wbetances being
nearly opaque to long-wave radiations. Thus, if the quantity of clrrbonlc .dd in
the atmosphere increases, the temperature of the ground and of the lower atmospheric strata will be raised, till the increase of radiation into space has restored
equilibrium between gain and lose of heat. Aqneoua vaponr, although i t pogsesser
similar properties, is unable iteelf to produce any radical change of temperem,
for the quantity of aqueoue vapour in the atmosphere depends on the teaperatnrs
of the air; if the temperature be lowered by some other cause, aa by radiation, the
vapour is partly condeneed and its protecting powers diminished-then the i n c r d
radiation again causes further condensation, and so on.
~ r r h e n i u shas calculated the probable departures from present atmospheric
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temperatures which would be caused by multiple changes in the pregent amount
of crarbonio acid. If the amount of carbonic acid were reduoed to twthirds; this
wonld represent a fall of temperature of about 3O.1 0. in all latitude8 from the
equator ,to at leiat 65'. If the amount were trebled, temperature wonld rise about
7O.3 at the equator, and 9O.3 in let. 6'
.
Thus we have, with a rise of temperature, a marked diminution of the temperrrtursgrcrdient, but with a fall of the
order required the gradient remuns much the same. But if we take into socount
the corrmponding changes in aqueous vapour, and mpeoirrlly the changea whiah
would be induced in the amount of cloud, there are many reasons to suppoee that
not only would the totel effect of a given variation in the amount of carbonic acid
be much greater than that represented, but the effect of a diminution would be to
considerably increaee the tempernture gradient.
The amount of carbonio acid in the atmosphere a t the preeent time ia repm t e d by about 45 parta in 100,000 (by weight), and Hogbom 5nde that agenaies
now at work on the Earth'a surface are capable of produeiag or absorbing, in a
single year, qnnntitiee which form a not unimportaab .fraotion-of this amount.
But a d o u e inoresaw in the total csrbonio acid necemary to produce a given
change in the atmoephm results from the faot that of all carbonic soid aet free,
the ocean absorb8 nearly five-sixth~ Chamberlin, and more reoently Ekholm,
hare discnesed the queetion from a geological point of view, and W i v e that
liberntion and absorption of carbonic acid may actually have taken place on the
acale required; and Ekholm has even formulated a acheme showing alternate
liberation and abeorption, and con~equents u c c d o n of warm and oold periods.
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KHURASAN
AND SISTAN.*
IN'Northern Afghanistan ' Colonel Yate gave an account of Afghan-Turkestan from
Kabul ta Herat. In this volume he carriea the narrative further west into Persia,
and deecribes the north-eastern provinces of that country from the Kurd and
Tnrkoman country along the Russian frontier to the north down to the confines
of Balnchistan on the Indian frontier to the south. He also gives an account of a
stay among the Ooklan and Yamut l'urkomans, " hitherto comparatively unknown,"
aa well as of a trip to the eource of the river Gurgan, " never before visited by any
European traveller," Colonel Yate aiso has a good deal to tell of the Afghan and
Persian soldiery, of the official and commercial sides of Persian life, of the recent
changes in Persian society, and of certain of the notable sights of the country of the
Lion and Sun, especially the shrine of Imam Raza a t Maahhad, the tomb of Omar
Khaiyam, and the turquoise-minee at Madan. The Ruseo-Afghan frontier is also
described in chapter ii., the Russo-Persian frontier in chapter iii., the PersianAfghan border in chapter ix.,Astarabad and the Caspian in chaptar xvi. Three years'
experience as British Consul-General at h h h d gave the author his opportunity,
and he hae used i t with great industry and patience, as well as with admirable
temper and good sense. I t might have made the volume more interesting to ita
general reader if a stricter selection had been observed in the narratives of social
functiond and of excursions to the more obsoure Persian looalitiee; but Colonel
yate professes to write with the special object of helping brother otlicers in the
--
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By Lient.-Colonel Yate. Blaokwood. 1901.

